
 

 

 

Hello Readers, 

February 11, 2024, a very important Sunday - World Day of the Sick.  We celebrate 
the feast of Our Lady of Lourdes in France. Thousands of people come here to get 
healed from their ailments.  I had been to this famous place in 2019, joined lakhs of 
people and prayed for the stakeholders of St. Patrick’s Family and continue to pray 
for our good health without ceasing.  ‘Health is wealth.’  We need to invest an hour 
to take care of our body and our body will take care of the remaining twenty-three 
hours. 

The present issue is the fruit of our high school students and staff.  We are trying to 
reach out to our parents and students through our website.  Our aim is to provide an 
opportunity for our students to showcase their talents in every possible way so that 
our students train their minds to think.  “The pen is mightier than the sword” is an old 
adage and we encourage more and more students to think critically, read well and 
write richly.  

In this current edition, you can read the poem by Master Mohammed Anas Ahmed 
Khan of 12th grade, this poem was composed into a song.  About 325 students danced 
to this song and St. Patrick’s School showed the way on January 24, 2024 at the 66th 

Annual Conference of ASISC (Association of Schools of Indian School Certificate) which 
was held in Hyderabad. 2900 Principals attended the conference on January 24th to 
witness the programme. 

In our School, we train the mind to think. Training in critical thinking orientates our 
students to make a difference in life. There are many salient features that are followed 
in St. Patrick’s School to sharpen the mind, polish the expression and bring out their 
originality.   Our school systematically teaches writing skills during the foundation year 
to develop not only better communication skills but also to develop the faculty of 
critical thinking, reading, writing etc.    Here comes the fruit of our school students 
that showcases “Reading, Writing and Thinking.” 

 

Regards, 

Elango, SJ. 

Principal 
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Proverbs have been part and parcel of our life from childhood. Heard the proverb ‘You 

are never too old to learn.’ What does it mean? Age is not a barrier when one wants to 

learn new skills, enjoy new experiences or learn new things. All it requires is a curious 

and an open mind to learn.  

Now another proverb, ‘You cannot teach an old dog new tricks.’ Now what does this 

mean?  This means that there is a limit to an individual’s ability to learn or change 

particularly as they get older. 

Often in life we come across such contradictory sayings/proverbs and we are in a 

dilemma. Those who wish to change will certainly choose the first proverb and those 

who want to find excuses not to change, I’m sure will choose the second one.   

As we come to a close of the academic year, we have to learn, unlearn and relearn. 

Unless we do this, we can never progress in life. As students, educators and parents it 

is our duty to evolve as a better person every day. We can surely do it. For success has 

no excuses, only failure does. 

To conclude, a few more contradictory proverbs, ‘Haste makes waste.’  ‘Time waits for 

no one.’ ‘Life doesn’t give a second chance.’ ‘Everyone deserves a second chance.’ 

Contradictory, isn’t it? Well let’s think about it …………………… 

Ms. Gladys Braganza 

Chief Editor 

                  

 

  

 

 



                      

I come from Mizoram, a hill station in north-east 

India, its capital is Aizawl. It is known as the 'Silent 

City’ of India because there is no sound of horns and 

no breaking of traffic rules. The most favourable time 

to visit is during Christmas. The streets are decorated 

with different themes in different parts of the city. It 

is quite cold and there is fog in the morning. I miss 

spending Christmas in Aizawl which includes family 

gatherings, exchange of gifts and a grand feast in the 

Church.  

After our family moved to Bangalore, I joined a new 

school and made some new friends. My time in 

Bangalore was short but nice. Due to my father’s 

work, we again moved from Bangalore to Hyderabad. 

Being the first Mizo student in St. Patrick’s, some 

students would call me Chinese, which I was not 

happy with. However, some of my close friends 

would defend me by telling them that I am an Indian 

too. 

My school life in Hyderabad is quite exciting. We 

have hard-working teachers who explain the lessons 

in a way that makes the topic interesting. We have a 

big class room with advanced technology. I also enjoy 

talking and playing during my free time. One of my 

favourite periods is PT, where I can play and enjoy 

the free time that I have with my friends. 

I enjoy my time at school. I feel fortunate to go to an 

amazing and prestigious school - St. Patrick’s School. 

 David R. Vanlalpeka [VIII A] 

 

Music has been hailed as ‘the universal language 

of mankind.’ It serves as a form of expression for 

everyone all around the world. From classical 

symphonies to metal pop, music has always been a 

reflection of human experiences. 

The origin of music has always been a mystery to 

the world. However, the credit for the invention of 

music is given to the Biblical Jubal. Music has 

undergone a remarkable evolution throughout 

human history, highlighting cultural and traditional 

changes. From the simple beats of ancient 

civilization to the rise of the most amazing artists 

like Beethoven, Mozart, Paganini etc. Moving 

forward to the 20th  and 21st  century, artists like 

Beatles, Queen, Michael Jackson, Eagles, Beyonce, 

Taylor Swift, Ed Sheeran, etc. had taken over the 

world. 

Music is ever-changing. Through the years, there 

have been different styles and genres of music, 

ranging from the softest ballad to the hardest 

metal. 

Besides entertainment, music also gives comfort 

as it provides therapeutic feelings and peace. 

Music is not merely a combination of sounds but 

also a reflection of human emotion and 

experience. 

 

David R. Vanlalpeka [VIII A] 

 

 

 

THE ART OF MUSIC



 

I want to talk to you nonstop, 

As if my sentences never had a full stop. 

I want to see your beautiful face,  

and hear your voice again.  

I want to hug you tight,  

And never let you out of my sight.  

I just want to be with you from dusk till dawn,  

But now you have just gone.  

You vanished like the cool breeze, 

That I cannot catch or freeze. 

You are now like the star in the sky,  

That I can never reach. 

Alas! Our journey ended very soon,  

You are now as far as the moon. 

I wish you could stay,  

And never go away. 

 

Jeremy Rayan Robert  

[Class VIII-D] 

 

Here it is: 

As I entered the school on the first day for 

admission. It was the day when everyone was 

writing their entrance exam to qualify. My parents 

and I went straight to the Principal. He asked if I 

would write the exam, I nervously said yes and 

wrote it. 

When the results came, I surprisingly passed. I 

thought I wouldn’t because I had studied in a CBSE 

school earlier. 

On the reopening day, which was my first day, I 

was very nervous. A as I entered the class, my 

classmates welcomed me warmly and invited me 

to sit with them. I pretty much came to like the 

school as my classmates treated me in a friendly 

way. Coming to the teachers, some asked me 

about my earlier school and how I felt being in St. 

Patrick’s. When I came to know there was only one 

physical education class per week I was pretty sad, 

as I had three in my old school. 

About the exams and unit tests, I was surprised 

with my results as I secured good marks in almost 

all subjects but not so good in English language, as I 

used to get 45 and above out of 50 in my previous 

school. I actually felt ICSE is easier than CBSE. 

I made many good friends who support me. 

Krishna Teja D [ VIII-E] 

 

 



A teacher plays a huge role in a student’s life. They 

are like a potter who mould us, students. They are 

like blacksmiths, moulding us into lamps, so that 

we may shine in this world. Many great poets have 

written about the importance of a teacher and how 

should a teacher be as they are the ones that lead 

us to God. 

My English teacher has influenced my life and the 

lives of others in a positive way. My teacher helped 

us to be better than who we were yesterday and 

taught us to try our best no matter what. She 

taught us the value of education and the 

importance of English. She helped me understand 

that life is too short to have arguments. She taught 

us that sometimes we should put our egos aside 

and humble ourselves. 

My English was never the best. I used to be slack 

and never paid attention in any of my classes, but 

my English teacher taught us the importance of 

education and refined my speaking skills. 

One day when I was talking during the English class, 

she asked me to stop, but I did not and kept talking. 

She asked me to stand up and said that I needed to 

put my ego aside if I wanted to grow up and have a 

successful life. 

Teachers play a very important role in our life. My 

teacher changed me for the better and I respect 

and thank her for doing so. 

Jonathan Edward [X-E] 

 

          

     

What do you do when opportunity comes knocking on your 

door? Yes! You grab it and not let it pass. I can very confidently 

say that we as a class were lucky to get the chance for our class 

assembly where we were given the golden opportunity to 

express ourselves, independently. Now, that’s where I would like 

to draw your attention. Our class teacher trusted us. She 

identified our abilities and just said, ‘You can do it.’ 

A bunch of teenagers, with different mind sets and thought 

process had to come together to work as a team. Fortunately, 

we were all like-minded young individuals who wanted a chance 

to demonstrate and present ourselves, and not be an 

embarrassment, also not let that trust of our teacher go down in 

vain. So, our teacher gave us our theme which was ‘Self-

discipline.’ For a teenager it is a huge task as it is time and again 

proven that teenagers break all the rules and are known to 

challenge their elders, question them for every task that is 

given…. The list is never ending. Working together as team on a 

topic like that, to set an example for our peer groups and juniors 

wasn’t difficult as we had our teacher guiding us on a timely 

basis, as and when we approached her. As a class, I must say we 

did an awesome job and made our teacher proud. We presented 

team work, coordination, and a little bit of entertainment so that 

we had the audience grooving to our beats. 

I must say, the class assembly is an amazing routine which is 

followed in our school campus where every class is given a 

chance to present their ideas, thoughts through skit, dance, 

speech etc. It actually helps the students to get over their 

performance anxiety and builds their confidence and helps boost 

leadership. Above all, every student gets an opportunity to 

perform, to communicate and to be expressive. 

 

Shrosi Aloysious Marian [ IX -D] 

 

ARE YOU ACCOUNTABLE? 



 

 India Vs England 1st Test Match

Our school, St. Patrick’s High School took our School Cricket team and the students of class 10 to Rajiv 

Gandhi International Stadium for the 1st Test Match between INDIA and ENGLAND on the 3rd day. I was 

so eager to see the match that I did not sleep that 

night. The reporting time was 7:45 a.m. but our 

team was ready by 7:30 a.m. We went to the 

Stadium by bus. We had a lot of fun in the bus. We 

were there by 9:45 a.m. but the match had already 

started. It was a dream come true to watch my 

favourite players play. 

We arrived at the stadium and we got our passes. 

We got our seats on the first floor. We clicked some 

pictures for memories while watching the match for 

the first time in a stadium. As we were late for the 

match, we missed 5-6 overs. When we entered the 

stadium, INDIA was batting and got all out and 

ENGAND came in to bat. 

 It was a pleasure to see my favourite players on the 

field. Some of the players waved at the crowd. They cheered team INDIA when they took a wicket or 

scored a boundary. Our school and the HCA provided us lunch. They gave 2 Veg Burgers from Burger King. 

The food items were overpriced. It was fun to watch the match for the first time in the stadium. 

I also saw my favourite player, Rohit Sharma. This made that day more special but I was upset that Virat 

Kohli did not play.  My friends bought the Indian team caps, wearing that we felt we were part of the 

Indian team. 

 Events like this help the youth get involved in sports activities. During the break we had something to eat 

and drink. The 3rd day came to an end with England batting. We were requested to leave the stadium. 

My friends and I came home by metro. We had lots of fun and cracked jokes in the metro. We had an 

amazing time in the stadium. 

M. Aditya Kaustub [ IX – E] 

      



 

 

Come Learn to Love Nature 

Nature, the most precious gem; 

The most beautiful among all of them; 

It’s all around us; 

Adversely circulated around us. 

 

It is like the universe; 

If we wonder; 

It is full of verses; 

And to the heart feels tender. 

 

If we feel, it’s alive; 

It feels melodious and rustling; 

If we sense it; 

It is like acquiring a new life. 

 

If we dwell in it; 

It will swell our hearts; 

With all the joys; 

That are like toys. 

 

It is a dream land; 

Which has come to our land; 

It is like a knot; 

Untie it if you have not. 

 

Mehul Bang [Class X -E] 

 

 

Abdul Malik -IX D 

Abdul Malik IX D 



EDUCATION WITHOUT MORAL VALUES IS INCOMPLETE 

“Education without morals is like a ship without a compass, merely wandering nowhere” 

- Martin Luther King. 

Education plays an important role in the life of every individual. An educated man is full of knowledge. A knowledgeable man is 

sure to lead a well settled life.  

In our daily life, we come across many educated people but keen observation reveals that not all of them are civilized. This is 

due to the absence of moral values. The moral values should be taught at the right age. If a young child is given guidance 

towards what is right, he/she will definitely serve his country as a good, civilized citizen. As our former President rightly said, “It 

is a mother and a primary school teacher who can sculpt a child into a perfect citizen”.  

Education these days is mere learning. It is exam oriented. Hence, there is no place for moral values. It should never be 

forgotten that it is value education that leads to wisdom. Very few people understand the difference between knowledge and 

knowledge combined with values. Knowledge is the accumulation of information whereas wisdom is understanding values. 

         Maturity and wisdom, which are essential parts of development, can only be achieved by education embedded with values.The 

father of our nation, Gandhiji said, “Business without principles and education without morals will never last long.” People 

without values can never succeed in serving their country. 

“What is the use of an arrogant scholar, 

Who earns thousands of dollars, 

Who is never good and never cares, 

But only thinks of money and chairs” 

Education without values can never be complete as it cannot build one’s 

character. Education is not just academics, it is about values and ethics. 

“Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all” – 

Aristotle. 

 

            - ADITYA.S  [Class X-E] 
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Life and time are not static. Hence, all things 

associated with life and time are variables. 

Everything changes giving place to new 

things. These changes are always beneficial 

for human beings. Therefore, it should be 

accepted open heartedly. Failure, downfall, 

loss, sorrow, suffering, calamities are not the 

end of life. All these are signals which show 

us the right path, following which we can 

attain success, in our life. Life – another 

name for continuous efforts.  When one 

journey ends, we start planning for another. 

Life itself is a journey. When the journey of 

childhood ends, the journey of youth begins, 

as the journey of youth ends, the journey of 

old age begins, while the  journey of old age 

ends, the journey of death begins, the  

journey of death ends and the journey of 

rebirth begins. Life is a journey that never 

ends. So, if hurdles come your way they 

must be considered as stations, where we 

can take rest for some time and continue  

our journey. 

Y. Mani Venkat [X A] 

 

WHEN ONE JOURNEY ENDS ANOTHER 
BEGINS!! 

   

• RESPECT: Respect your teachers, parents and elders. 

• LOVE: Love your country, your culture and your ancestors. 

• SERVICE: Serve the poor, the illiterate and the sick. 

• SELF DISCIPLINE: Discipline your body, your senses and your 

mind. 

• SELF CONTROL: Control your words, your thoughts and 

your actions. 

• FAITH: Have faith in yourself, in others and in God. 

• DISCRIMINATION: Discriminate between good and bad, real 

and unreal and vice and virtue. 

• CONCENTRATION: Concentrate whole heartedly while 

studying, working or praying. 

• TRUTHFULNESS: Be truthful in words, thoughts and actions. 

• HARDWORK: Work hard to acquire knowledge, skills and 

wisdom. 

• STRENGTH: Be strong physically, mentally, morally, 

intellectually and spiritually. 

• CONVICTION: Have conviction in the power of goodness, 

purity and honesty. 

• DEVOTION: Have devotion for duty, holy people and God. 

• HABITS: Cultivate regular habits of prayer, reading, and 

meditation, inspiring and strengthening literature. 

• SAME – SIGHTEDNESS: Feel the presence of the divine in all 

beings and treat them equally. 

• FIRM DETERMINATION: Have firm determination and 

strong will power to cultivate good habits in order to 

achieve permanent happiness, peace, success and 

fulfilment in life. 

 

      ADITYA.S [Class - X E] 



    Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence is a word that stuns people the first time they ever hear it. It is something that occurs 

naturally. Everything changed in the 21st century as companies and billionaires started investing money into it. 

While some despised it, others were fascinated by it. As of twenty-twenty three, there are tens of thousands of 

artificial intelligent bots all over the Internet.  

The question arises how Artificial Intelligence is actually brought into existence. The answer is programming and 

also coding. Artificial Intelligence exists in many forms, such as the app on our phone or the website or our 

favourite search engine or even in an actual physical form, that is a robot.  

The current form of Artificial Intelligence, which is the most used one is the type known as a chatbot. These chat 

bots are able to do the most ridiculous things. There is a chat bot which can do your homework for you or help you 

study a tough concept for your class test. There are also a number of bots which can generate art of anything you 

desire to create. But the good thing is that it doesn’t put any artist out of commission. At least not yet.  

 Recently, the most trending form of this chat bot is the one that is used to generate music by replacing the voice of 

the singer in the original song with the voice of anyone who has spoken enough and is present in the database of 

the chat bot. This process is known as sampling. The most viral one is where Prime Minister Narendra Modi sings  

romantic or hilarious songs.  

Moving onto a serious issue, due to how good these bots have become, especially scammers are using the voice 

and face of famous personalities such as Ratan Tata, Elon Musk and Narayan Murthy to push forward their scams 

and propagandas. This process is known as Deep fake and it is personally believed by me and many others that is 

the most dangerous and problematic form of Artificial Intelligence so far. 

There are many questions that arise as we think about it, but only time will tell or answer what it can do. 

M. Jaya Nischal [Class-XII MPC]  

 

           



‘If you want the rainbow, you’ve got to put up with the rain.’ This phrase serves as a dire warning and also as a statement of 

encouragement. In life, be it for an exam or a sports match or a job interview, we are often told and advised to prepare and 

work hard so that we succeed. But the question arises, do we prepare for failure? That is one of the first thoughts that come to 

my mind when I see the phrase “you’ve got to put up with the rain.”It was mentioned earlier that the statement above serves 

as a warning. Why is this so? In our life, be it our planning or in setting  ambitions, we measure the outcome on the basis of 

extremes. We either keep on dreaming about the rainbow and forget the rain or we just think about the rain and forget the 

rainbow. We forget to see the fact that both the rainbow and the rain are dependent on each other. In the same pay hardships 

and success in life are completely dependent on each other. Without hardships success loses its definition and without success, 

toil and pain lose their value. We look at the rain and 

the rainbow but we forget the process by which a 

rainbow is formed? 

Coming back to the phrase. We must not fear that our 

hard work may go in vain. We often forget the one 

tthat brings out a rainbow from the rain and that my 

friend is the sun! The sun is responsible for the rain and 

the rainbow. The sun in our lives is God. As He is the 

one who causes us to toil so that we may enjoy the 

fruits of our labour. The sun is not visible during the 

rain, but when it is visible, it forms a rainbow. The same 

applies to us! Facing the rain is not a choice, but when 

we feel lonely and discouraged and feel that we are 

lost, we must remember that it is the sunlight that brings out a rainbow from the rain. Though it may seem hidden during the 

rain, but we have to remember that it is through the rain that the He teaches us to see a rainbow. 

By, 

K Samuel Rao [Class XII MPC] 

 

Conscience

Have you ever wondered when you want to play on the ground, it suddenly starts raining, a voice inside of you tells you, 

“Please do not go out, you can get a cold.” The very thought of eating junk food, a voice arises from within, that warns 

yet again, “Please do not.” This is our conscience.  

Conscience is the internal guide, which instructs a person to do good or evil. It acts as in an internal ‘Alexa’ of the mind. 

Many world-wide scientific researches have taken place. Scientists have put forth many theories, the most popular 

among them is neuroplasticity. Neuroplasticity is a theory that tells us that our brain and muscles also store information 

in them. Even when neurons are broken down, their memory remains for a long time and they can grow and advance 

themselves by training with experience. For example, when a basketball player breaks his ankle, it is a physical problem. 

When passing the ball the next time, he does not repeat the same because of the memory of the previous injury. The 

body learns from earlier experiences. So, the ankle aligns itself to prevent injury. This might be the science of conscience, 

but still the theory has some flaws in it. Everyone has a different take on it. But what I think is, that we can also train our 

conscience in this way. If our conscience provides us with good and structured decisions, then what about the people 

who are imprisoned in jails for doing bad things. Does their conscience not warn them? The answer might be Yes or No.  

I think we have to move on with the approach of training our conscience. It is better to train our conscience to be good.  

 

M.S.Bala Koushik [Class- XII MPC 

 



TIME MANAGEMENT

Productivity for the overwhelmed! 

 ‘The process of organizing and planning how to divide your time between specific activities is called Time Management.’ It is a 

crucial skill in both personal and professional life, as effective time management can lead to increased productivity, reduced 

stress, and the achievement of personal and professional goals.  

Some key principles towards time management are: 

•Set ‘SMART’ Goals: Ensure your goals are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-bound for better clarity and 

focus.  

SMART is an acronym that represents a framework for setting effective goals. SMART goals are Specific, Measurable, 

Achievable, Relevant, and Time-bound. Time management is crucial for students for several reasons such as; Academic success, 

reducing stress, Balancing priorities, Skill development, Effective learning, Meeting long term goals, opportunity for relaxation 

and self-care.  

•Batch Similar Tasks: Group similar activities to minimize transition time and increase overall efficiency. 

• Regular Breaks: Schedule short breaks to recharge your energy and maintain concentration throughout the day. 

There is a principle named the Pareto's Principle named after the economist Vilfredo Pareto, it specifies that 80% of 

consequences come from 20% of the causes, asserting an unequal relationship between inputs and outputs. This principle 

serves as a general reminder that the relationship between inputs 

and outputs is not balanced. The Pareto’s principle, also known as the 

80/20 rule, can be applied to various aspects of school life. It 

manifests in this context in the following ways: 

 • Study focus: Approximately 80% of your academic success may 

come from focusing on the most critical 20% of your coursework. 

Identify key concepts, topics, or subjects that carry the most weight in 

your grades and prioritize them in your study sessions. 

•Time management: Often, 80% of your academic achievements can 

result from effective time management, concentrating on high-

priority tasks. Identify the 20% of activities that contribute the most 

to your learning and allocate your time accordingly. 

•Test preparation: For exams you may find that 80% of the questions or topics come from 20% of the material. Identify and 

prioritize the most crucial concepts or theories to maximize your preparation efficiently.] 

This principle is also applicable to other aspects of student life like, extracurricular activities, social life, projects and 

assignments, etc.  

Another technique for time management is the Pomodoro technique. The Pomodoro Technique is a method based on 25-

minute stretches that focuses on work broken by five-minute breaks. Longer breaks, typically 15 to 30 minutes, are taken after 

four consecutive work intervals. Implementing the Pomodoro technique can enhance concentration, reduce burnout and make 

study sessions more effective for students. It’s a flexible and adaptable method that can be tailored to suit individual 

preferences and study habits. Some tips to master this technique are; 

•Choose your task wisely: Prioritize the tasks that align with your goals and break them into Pomodoro-sized chunks. 

•Experiment with session length: Adjust your Pomodoro duration based on the nature of the work. Some find 25 minutes 

ideal, while others prefer longer or shorter periods. 

•Celebrate Pomodoro Victories: Acknowledge and celebrate your accomplishments at the end of each Pomodoro. Small 

victories contribute to long-term success. 

Remember time is your most valuable asset, invest it wisely.   

 

Susan Shaik  [Class XI AEC] 



తెలుగువిభాగం

డా. బి. ఆర్ అంబేద్క ర్   స్మ ృతివనం 

తెలంగాణ రాష్ట్ర రాజధాని హైదరాబాదులోని ట్య ంక్ 

 బండ్ సమీపంలో తెలంగాణ ప్పభుత్వ ం ప్పతిష్టరత్మ కంగా  

నిర్మ ంచిన సమ ృతి వనం భారత్ రాజ్య ంగ నిరామ త్ డాక రర్ 

 బి. ఆర్ అంబేదక ర్ పేర్ట నిర్మ ంచిన సమ ృతి వనంలో 125 

అడుగుల ఎతెతనై అంబేదక ర్ కంసయ  విప్గహానిి  ఏరాా టు  

చేశారు భూమి నండి 175 అడుగుల ఎతై్తలో ఉని   

ఈ విప్గహం దేశంలోనే ఎత్యైిన అంబేదక ర్ విప్గహం  

2023 ఏప్ిల్ 14 వ తేదీన అంబేదక ర్ 132వ జయంతి  

సందరభ ంగా ప్పముఖులు మర్యు50 వేల మంది ప్పజల  

సమక్షంలో అపా టి ముఖ్య మంప్తి కలవ కంటల చంప్దశేఖ్ర 

 రావు గారు ఈ విప్గహానిి  ఆవి క్ ర్ంచారు అంబేదక ర్ 

 విప్గహం ప్రంద మూడంత్సై్తల స్మమ రక భవనం  

నిర్మ ంచబడింది స్మమ రక భవనంలో ఒక మూయ జియం  

అంబేదక ర్ జీవిత్ంలోని ముఖ్య  సంఘటనలక 

 సంబంధంచిన ఫోటో గాయ లరీని ఏరాా టు చేయనన్ని రు  

125 అడుగుల విప్గహానిి  కంసయ ం మర్యు స్ట రయి్ లెస్  

స్ట రల్ తో త్యారు చేశారు 

    నిషంత్    9“ఎ” 

 

నా పల్లె టూరు 

 

 

మంచిత్న్ననిర మారుపేరు సవ చఛ త్క 

మచ్చు త్తనక ప్పకృతిర అందానిి చేు  

నందనవనం  

ప్పభాత్ సమయాన్న కోడికూత్ స్తప్పభాత్ం 

 సూరయ రరణాల సా రశ తో కస్తమాల 

పర్మళం 

 గలగల చెరువుల ప్పవాహం నీటి త్ల త్ల 

మెరుపుల సవవ డి  

స్మయం సంధాయ  సమయానిర పక్షుల రల రల 

రావాలు  

మసక చీకటిలో పలెలటూర్ పలకర్ంపులు 

ఇలా ప్పకృతి రమణీయత్న నిత్య  

వసంతాలు త్లిసై్తంది న్న పలెలటూరు 

 

 ి. ప్పణీత్ 9” బి “ 



 

విద్యా  ప్రాధానా త  

నేటి సమాజంలో విదయ క ప్ాధానయ త్ పెర్గంది 

 విదయ  వలల ఎని్న  ఉపయోగాలు ఉని పా టికీ దానిర కొత్ ై

దిశా నిర్దశేం చేయాలి ఒక వయ ర ైత్న వాతావరణంతో 

పర్చయం పందగలిగేలా విదయ  ఉండాలి మన అందర్ 

ఉజవ ల భవి య్ తై్త క విదయ  చాలా అవసరమైన స్మధనం ఈ 

విదయ న ఉపయోగంచడం దావ రా మనము మన జీవిత్ంలో 

ఏదైన్న మంచిని స్మధంచవచ్చు  ఉని త్ స్టస్మయయి విదయ  

స్మమాజిక మర్యు కటుంబ గౌరవానిర ప్పతేయ క గుర్ంైపున 

సృష్రంచేందుక ప్పజలక సహాయపడుత్తంది విదయ , 

సమయానిర మన జీవిత్ంలో ఎకక వ ప్ాముఖ్య త్ 

ఉంటుంది. 

 

జెమ్స్  [9”బి] 

 

 

“విశా్వ సం మరియు ఐక్య తకు చిహ్న ం” 

అయోధ్య  రామునికి భారతీయ ఇతిహాసాలలో 

ఒక్టైన రామాయణంలో ప్రత్యయ క్మైన స్థసాన నం 

క్లిగిన రాముని కి అయోధ్య లో రాముడు 

జనిమ ంచిన జనమ సనలంలోనే రామ మందిరానిన  

నిరిమ ంచాలని ఉదే్దశంతో అందరూ 

ఐక్మతయ ంతో హందువులంతా ఏక్ప్తాటిపై 

2019లో భారతద్దశ అత్యయ నన త 

న్యయ యసానన్యనిన  ఆప్శయంచడం జరిగింది. ఆ 

న్యయ యసాననం మైలురాయ తీర్పు ను 

వెలలడంచడం జరిగింది వెంటనే మన భారత 

ప్రధాని మోదీ గార్ప రామ మందిర నిరామ ణం 

కొరకు 5 ఆగస్టు 20 20 న భూమి పూజ అనే 

వేడుక్తో  ప్ారంభమైంది ఆ కారయ ప్క్మానికి 

ప్రధానమంప్తి తో ాటు ఎంతో మంది 

ప్రముఖులు ాలొ్గని శంకుసాన రన చేయడం 

జరిగింది అంత్యకాకుండా కామాఖ్య , హందూ, 

గుర్పద్వా రాలు జైన, చార్ ధామ్ ద్దవాలయాల 

యొక్క  న్యలుగు పుణయ క్షేప్తాల నుండ మటిుని 

సేక్రించి ఆ సేక్రించిన మటిుని ఆలయ నిరామ  

ణంలో ఉరయోగించడం జరిగింది. 

2024 జనవరి 22న బాల రాముని ప్ాణ ప్రతిష్ు 

జరిగింది రామాయణం మరియు ద్వని అనేక్ 

సంసక రణలకు నేరథ్య ంగా అయోధ్య  

హందువులకు అతయ ంత రవిప్తమైన నగరంగా 

గౌరవించబడడానికి ఈ నమమ క్మే కారణం. 

రామ జనమ సనలం అనే నమమ క్ం కారణంగా 

అయోధ్య  హందువులకు అతయ ంత ముఖ్య మైన 

ఏడు పుణయ క్షేప్తాలలో మొదటిగా 

రరిగణంచబడుత్యంది. 

  యల్. సాయ త్యజ [ 9”బి”] 

అయోధ్ా  రామ మందిరం 



 

యన్.సి.సి 

“ఐకా్ త మరియు ప్రక్మశిక్షణ” 

భారత్ స్మయుధ స్మయుధన్నల అంత్రాభ గంలో ఒకటైన 

 య్.సి.సి దేశంలోని యువత్న ప్కమశిక్షణ దేశభర ైగల 

 పోరులుగా అభివృది ిచేయడంలో ప్పముఖ్ ాప్త్ పోష్సై్తంది 

 ఆరీమ  నేవీ ఎయిర్ విం గులతో కూడిన ష్టటై్ సరీవ ెస్  

ఆర గనైజే్్ గా సవ చఛ ందంగా ాఠశాల, కళాశాల విదాయ రుయలక 

 శిక్షణ కోసం ఏరాా టు చేయబడింది కయ రెటలక ప్డిల్ లో ప్ాథమిక 

 శిక్షణ ఇవవ బడుత్తంది య్.సి.సి లో భాగంగా స్మమాజిక సేవ  

భావం క్రపడడం సవ యంాలన సమయాలన మర్యు 

 

ఆశావాదంపై నమమ కం కలిగంచేలా చేసై్తంది. విదాయ రుయలక  

ీనియర్ విభాగంలో కయ డెట్ గా ఉని  మొత్ంై శిక్షణాకలం 

 మూడు సంవత్స రాలు న్నలుగు గంటల ాటు శిక్షణ పంది  

వారానిర ప్పతి కయ డెట్ వార్కిోత్స వానిర హాజరు కవాలి తొమిమ ది  

నండి పది రోజుల వరక శిబిరానిి  నిరవ హంచి దానిర జ్తీయ 

 సంయుక ైవార్కింగా కూడా ిలుసై్మరు శిక్షణ శిబిరం ీనియర్ 

 విభాగానిర 30 రోజుల వరక ఉంటుంది కయ ంప్ షూటింగ్ లో 

 సూూ ర్నైి పెంపందించవచ్చు  గేములన ప్డిల్ చేసై్తంది  

య్.సి.సి ప్పయాణంలో ఆర్సిి, సిఐటిసి, య్ ఐ సి, టి ఎస్ సి, 

 వి ఎస్ సి ఈ ప్పయాణంలో గొపా  అదృ్రంగా భావిసై్తని్న న. 

 

జైహంద్  !! 

 

 

వి. ప్రపణవ్ కార్తకీ్ [9”బి”] 

భరతమాత గేయం 

 జయము జయము భరత్మాత్ 

జయము జయము భరత్మాత్ – జయము  

నీక జగన్నమ త్  

ఈ జగాన స్మటి యెవవ ర్ద ఓయమమ  నీక 

గంగ యమున గోదార్ సింధు కృ్ణ కవేర్  

ప్బహమ పుప్త్ త్తంగభప్ద త్పతి నరమ ద పెన్ని  

పంగ పరలె త్రంగాలు నీ మెడలో హారాలు 

జీవనదుల కని త్లిలవే ఓయమమ  నీవు            [జయము] 

హమ వింధాయ  పరవ తాలు దేవత్లక నిలయాలు 

దటరమైన అరణాయ లు మహామునల స్టస్మయ వరాలు 

పసిడి పంట క్షేప్తాలు పంచలోహ ఖ్నిజ్లు 

నిజముగా నవువ  రత్ి  గరభ వే  ఓయమమ  నీవు    [జయము]        

 లోకమంతా చీకటోల  త్లలడిలులత్తని పాు డు 

న్నగర్కత్ లేక నరులు ామరులై ఉని పుా డు 

వేదాలన వెలిర తెచిు  స్టజ్న న బిక్ష పెటిరన్నవు 

నిజంగా నవువ  జయదురగవే  ఓయమమ  నీవు       [జయము]  

                                     

      వై.  మణివెంకట్     

 10వ  త్రగతి[“ఎ” విభాగం ] 

 

 



డాక్ టర్ భంరావ్ రాంజీ అంబేడ్క ర్ 

భారత్దేశంలో సంపూరణ విదయ న పందిన మొదటి దళిత్తలలో డాక రర్ బాబాస్మహెబ్ 

అంబేడక ర్ ఒకరు. పలిటికల్ సై స్ , ఎకన్నమిక్స , లా లో డిప్ీ చేశారు. ఆయన గొపా  

న్నయ యవాది, రచయిత్, చర్ప్త్కరుడు మర్యు గొపా  రాజకీయ న్నయకలలో ఒకరు. 

ఆయన మధయ ప్పదేశ్ లో జనిమ ంచారు.  

ఆయన 1990 ఏప్ిల్ 14న జనిమ ంచారు కబటిర ఈ రోజున అంబేడక ర్ 

జయంతిగా జరుపుకంటుని్న ం. భీమా భాయ్, రాంజీ మాలోజీ సకా ల్ ఈ 

మహా వీరుని త్లిలదంప్డులు. ఇత్డు ఎకక వగా "బాబా స్మహెబ్" అని 

ిలువబడిాడు.  

అంబేడక ర్ త్న జీవిత్ంలో చాలా అన్నయ యానిి  ఎదుర్కక ని్న రు. అత్ని 

విదాయ  ప్పయాణం ఇత్రుల కంటే చాలా స్తలభం కదు. 

స్మవ త్ంప్తాయ నంత్రం దళిత్తలన అంటరానివార్గా చూశారు. వారు 

ప్పతిచోట్ చాలా వివక్షన ఎదుర్కక ని్న రు.డాక రర్ బాబా స్మహెబ్ 

అంబేడక ర్ ముందుక వచిు  వార్ కోసం పోరాడి దళిత్తలక ఇత్రులతో 

సమానమైన హకక లు మర్యు సేవ చఛ న పందారు.  

 

గణత్ంప్త్ దిన్నత్స వానిర బి.ఆర్.అంబేడక ర్ చేసిన కృష్ 

1950 జనవర్ 26న భారత్ రాజ్య ంగానిి  ఆమోదించిన సందరభ ంగా 

గణత్ంప్త్ దిన్నత్స వం జరుపుకంట్రు. భారత్దేశం 1947 లో ప్బిటిష్ 

రాజ్ నండి స్మవ త్ంప్త్య ం పందింది. 1950 జనవర్ 26న భారత్ 

రాజ్య ంగం అమలోల ర వచిు ,  

ఆ దేశానిి  ర్పబిలక్ గా ప్పకటించి స్మరవ భౌమ రాజయ ంగా అవత్ర్ంచింది.    

రాజ్య ంగ పర్్తై్త త్న మొదటి సమావేశానిి  1946 డిెంబరు 9న 

నిరవ హంచింది. 

1949 నవంబరు 26 న మర్యు ఒక సంవత్స రం త్రువాత్ రాజ్య ంగం 

ఆమోదించబడింది. డాక రర్ బి.ఆర్. అంబేడక ర్ రాజ్య ంగ ముస్మయిదా కమిటీర 

నేత్ృత్వ ం వహంచారు. 

అలాగే రాజ్య ంగ దిన్నత్స వానిి  కూడా జరుపుకంట్రు. 

 

యస్. స్ంతోష్ బాబు 10"ఎ"  

ఒకస్మర్ చెయియ  జ్ర్పోతే తిర్గరానిది 

ఏదైన్న ఉంది అంటే అది కలం మాప్త్మే 

కలానిి  నిరంత్రం 

సదివ నియోగపరుచ్చకోవాలి సమయానిి  

దుర్వ నియోగపరచకండా ఎవరైతే 

క్రపడతారో వాళ్లల విజేత్లుగా నిలుసై్మరు 

చాలామంది న్నక సమయం సర్పోవడం 

లేదు అనేది సరైన వాదన కదు 

సమయం అనేది అందర్కీ సమానమే 

పేదవాడి నండి ప్పపంచ ధనవంత్తని 

వరక రోజుక 24 గంటలే కలం విలువ 

తెలుస్తకొని పదుపుగా వాడుకంటే గొపా  

వాళ్ళు  అవుతారు లేకపోతే స్మమానయ డి 

గానే మిగలిపోతారు కలం దుర్వ నియోగం 

అవవ డానిర కరణం సో్ల్ మీడియా ర 

ఎకక వ సమయానిి  కేట్యించడం 

ప్పసై్తత్ కలంలో యువత్ విజ్ననం కన్ని  

విన్నదానిర ఎకక వ సమయానిర 

కేట్యిసై్తని్న రు. మీడియాలో ఫేస్తు క్ 

వాటస ప్ యూటూయ బ్ గేమ్సస  లతో 

ఉపయోగంచే సమయం మీ యొకక  గమయ  

స్మధనక ఉపయోగసే ైఅనకని  కలం 

కంటే ముందుగానే మీరు మీ గమాయ నిి  

చేరుకోవచ్చు  ఇలా మనం సమయానిి  

వృధా చేస్తకోకండా సమయానిి  

సదివ నియోగం చేస్తకోవాలి 

ఆర్. శశాం క్  9”బి”  

స్మయ ాలన 



ह िंदी विभाग

नीति के कुछ च िंिन – बिन्द ु 

❖  मानव की शोभा सौन्दर्य स ेनह ीं सींर्म स ेहै। 

 

❖ अज्ञान ह  ववपदा है और ज्ञान ह  सींपदा। 

❖ धन स ेबड़ा ज्ञ़ान है, क्योंकि धन िो हम रखते  
हैं, जबकि ज्ञ़ान हमें रखत़ा है। 
❖ कुछ करने की इच्छा हो तो सब का भला करो। 

❖ पालन करने की इच्छा हो तो सच्च ेमानव धमय का 
पालन करो। 

❖ ग्रहण करना हो तो सत्पुरुषों के उत्कृष्ट गुणों को 
ग्रहण करो। 

❖ दसूरों की ननींदा और अपनी प्रशींसा कभी न करो। 

❖ कुवपत होना हो तो अपन ेक्रोध पर कुवपत होना। 

 
आददत्र्ा. एस [दसवीीं "ई"] 
 

 
 

देश की शान – ककसान 

  

 

ककसान देश की आत्मा हैं और उनका र्ोगदान अत्र्ींत 

महत्वपूणय है। भारत गााँवों का देश है और ककसान उसकी 
शान हैं। वे अपनी मेहनत और उन्ननत में लगे रहकर हर 

समर् आपातकाल में भी समर्य होत ेहैं। उनका र्ोगदान 

खाद्र् सुरक्षित रखने में अद्भुत है, जिससे देशवाससर्ों 
को ननरींतर आहार प्राप्त होता है। 

ककसानों की मेहनत न केवल खेती में है, बजकक उनका 
सींघषय भी आपातकालों में सामना करने के सलए हमें पे्रररत 

करता है। अन्र्ोन्र् सहार्ता और समर्यन के माध्र्म से 
हमें ककसानों के प्रनत सम्मान ददखाना चादहए ताकक उन्हें 
बेहतर िीवन िीने का मौका समले। उन्हें नए तकनीकी 
और अनुसींधान के सार् आत्मननभयर बनाए रखने के सलए 

भी समर्यन समलना चादहए। इस प्रकार, ककसानों के प्रनत 

हमार  कृतज्ञता और समर्यन बनाए रखना हमार  
जिम्मेदार  है। 

मनन िैन 

किा - दसवीीं (ई) 

 

 



हमारा राष्र भारत है महान, 

हम सब लोग भारत के हैं गौरव मान,                               

सपनों का है वपटारा र्ह, 

है र्ह हमार  िान, 

हमारा राष्र भारत है महान। 

               हमार  िन्मभूसम भारत है सबस ेमहान, 

               देती है सपनों को उडान, 

               उडाती है र्ह हमारे सपनों का रर्, 

               है र्ह हमार  आन, बान और शान, 

               हमार  िन्म भूसम है सबसे महान। 

                                      

हमारा भारत है सपनों की दनुनर्ा, 
हम सब शान स ेिीते हैं और शान से मरते हैं, 

र्हााँ पर लोगों के हैं अनके सपने, 

इनके सपनों का सींदकू है हमारा भारत महान।           

                    हमारे भारत में रहते हैं सब ससम्मान, 

         हम सबका करते हैं इस पर असभमान, 
         र्हााँ सब रहत ेहैं भाई चारे से, 

         एकता का घर है हमारा भारत महान। 

हमारे भारत का है एक ह  नारा, 
द जिए अपन ेसपनों को उडान, 

प्रेम और एकता के सूत्र में बींधकर  

भारतवासी करते हैं इनका गुणगान।                               

िर् हो हमार  माता,                                                

मेरा भारत महान।।    

 

मेहुल बींग [दसवीीं “ई”]                    

                                  

 

                         

 



Pre-board exams for class X started on 10th 

January, 2024 and for class XII on 17th January, 

2024 

Let us remember to whisper a prayer for them 

as our first batch of class XII will write their 

board exam from the 12th of February and 

class X take their board exam from the 21st 

February, 2024. 

Let us ask God to bless them with the 

concentration and memory to recall all they 

have learnt so that they give their best. 

We actively participated in the 66th 

Annual Conference of Schools for 

the Indian School Certificate, held 

on 24th January, 2024 at Anvaya 

Conventions, Gachibowli, 

Hyderabad. The theme for the event 

was “Education for People, Planet, 

Progress and Peace.”  Master Md. 

Anas Ahmed Khan penned his 

master piece poem, “Education for 

Peace” which was showcased in the 

form of a ballet. You can watch the 

event by clicking on the below given 

link. 

https://youtube.com/live/zOAzNyIT

ciA?feature=share 

 

 

 

 

https://youtube.com/live/zOAzNyITciA?feature=share
https://youtube.com/live/zOAzNyITciA?feature=share


In halls of learning, minds take flight, 

Where knowledge blossoms, pure and bright. 

Education's beacon, a guiding star, 

Ignites the path to peace afar. 

 

Through books and lectures, hearts unite,  

Suppressing the flames that wars ignite 

Chaos and destruction tend to cease 

Hence, education is the key to the door of peace.  

 

Screams and cries that make the hearts ache,  

Can be stopped with the wisdom gained from a page.  

Dealing with loss and feeling of pain,  

Can only be avoided by minds whom knowledge has 
tamed.  

 

Ask a soldier his heart’s desire,  

"Pleasant air and cheerful streets" 

He shall say in answer without letting a breath retire 

For truly education is a gift that comes along with a 
world at peace. 

 

Md Anas Ahmed Khan [ Class XII - AMEC-A] 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IIT JEE/ NEET Foundation for classes 6th, 

In collaboration with Propel 

Academy, we intend to start 

Foundation classes for class 6-9 for 

the next academic year. An 

orientation was conducted for the 

interested parents on 3rd February 

2024 at 9:00 a.m. It was an 

overwhelming response. 

It marks the day when the Constitution 

of India came into effect in 1950, 

replacing the Government of India Act 

(1935) as the governing document of 

India. Republic Day holds immense 

significance in the hearts of Indians as a 

day of national pride, unity, and 

celebration of democracy. The chief 

guest for the day was Rev. Fr. P. R John 

S.J 

It was an informal gathering of teachers 

for the flag hoisting, as it was also a 

"Day of Picnic for Teachers." A day 

meant to relax, enjoy the outdoor 

setting, bond with colleagues, and have 

a great time together outside the school 

environment. 

 

 

26th January – 75th Republic Day 

 



Each day brings with it a brand-new lesson to learn, 

promises to fulfil, work to schedule and a hope to 

make tomorrow better. Life is a race with a finish 

line that is known to none. Nevertheless, we are 

given a truckload of opportunities and a mind full of 

awareness. God has bestowed upon us the grace of 

knowledge and wisdom for our survival and for the 

greater good of this world.  

 We do realize that every moment is an opportunity 

and every breath, life. Then what are you waiting 

for? Self-realization is the first step that paves the 

path to success. It is time to chalk out new plans and 

meet deadlines. Let us surprise ourselves and pull out the reserves of our untapped energy and talents 

and use it to forge a future. 

 As we near the end of a school year, let us buckle up and burn the midnight oil to keep our promises. Let 

us be mindful of the rewards that await us. I am convinced that a determined soul and a conscious mind 

can never be conquered by negativity. 

 Mrs. Starina D’cruz 

Editorial Team 

 


